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Introduction: Hayabusa2 spacecraft successfully ar-

rived at the target C-type asteroid 162173 Ryugu on 27 

June, 2018, with its “home position” being about 20 

km above the sub-Earth point. Soon after arrival, 

Hayabusa2’s remote sensing instruments ([1], [2], [3], 

[4]) started near-global observations. Because Haya-

busa-2 is a sample return mission, landing site selection 

(LSS) was performed based on the observed data. The 

objective of the LSS is to evaluate scientific value and 

touchdown safety, and to select and rank possible land-

ing sites, in which making characterization maps are of 

importance. Because such map products depend on the 

spacecraft position with respect to the asteroid, it is 

necessary to provide precise spacecraft trajectory in a 

timely manner. Note that the LSS schedule was tight; 

the LSS team selected landing site candidates on 17 

August, 2018, only 51 days after the arrival. 

Hayabusa2 is not orbiting Ryugu, but hovering near 

the asteroid. Scientific observations often take place 

when the spacecraft is not visible from the tracking 

station in Japan (UDSC: Usuda Deep Space Center). 

Because of this situation, initial spacecraft trajectory 

with respect to the asteroid, which is provided by the 

Hayabusa2 engineering team, can have error in the 

order of hundreds of meters during the scientific obser-

vations. This level of position error is too large to 

properly characterize the small asteroid of about 1 km 

in size by remote sensing data. 

Here we propose a relatively quick method to cor-

rect for spacecraft trajectory error by using LIDAR [2] 

data together with a shape model constructed from im-

age data [5]. Such a quick product of improved space-

craft trajectory has been provided to the LSS team, and 

for example, used for NIRS3 data analysis [6]. 

Method: The basic idea is to find a trajectory cor-

rection which makes “LIDAR-derived topography” fit 

to the reference shape model. The LIDAR-derived to-

pography is, in other words, a sequence of LIDAR 

footprint positions expressed in asteroid-centered 

body-fixed rotating frame. The footprints can be com-

puted by using the following information; spacecraft 

position with respect to the asteroid, spacecraft attitude, 

LIDAR range, rotational information of the asteroid 

(orientation and spin period). If all the information 

above was perfect, the collective footprints would de-

lineate the shape of the asteroid. In reality, however, 

there are various errors affecting the footprint positions, 

among which the largest is generally the trajectory er-

ror, making the resultant LIDAR footprints deviate 

from the shape model. Called as residuals here are the 

discrepancies between the shape model and the LIDAR 

footprints where the footprint is assumed to be point-

wise. A shape model constructed by stereo photocli-

nometry (SPC) method is used as reference. We obtain 

trajectory correction by minimizing the residuals as 

follows; 

Step 1: Polynomial fit. (1) Obtain time series of the 

residual vector in J2000 frame. (2) Assume that long-

term variation in the residual time series is due to error 

in the given (or initial) trajectory, and get correction 

time series in each of X, Y, Z components by fitting a 

polynomial function. The degree of polynomial is usu-

ally two, but four is sometimes better when altitude is 

low. (3) Apply the orbit correction and re-calculate the 

residual. 

 Step 2: Parameter search by MCMC. In general 

the step 1 trajectory still leaves residuals of several tens 

of meters, part of which comes from imperfect shape 

model, but trajectory error is still more dominant. Next 

we explore parameters of the trajectory correction 

which further reduce the residuals by Markov chain 

Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm. The number of ex-

plored parameters is 9 (3 coefficients of quadratic 

functions for each of X, Y, Z component) regardless of  

the degree of polynomial in step 1.  

Results: Shown in Figure 1 is an example of 

LIDAR footprints for a scan observation made on 20 

July, 2018, at an altitude of about 6.5 km. Green and 

red dots indicate the footprints calculated with initial 

trajectory and improved step 2 trajectory, respectively. 
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Because the initial trajectory was too close to Ryugu, 

its footprints (green) shrink inside the asteroid body. 

On the other hand, the MCMC-based solution (red) is 

better aligned on the shape model (blue).  

Figure 2 compares the residual based on three tra-

jectories (initial, step 1, and  step 2). The error in the 

initial trajectory with respect to the asteroid is more 

than 400 m. The polynomial fit reduced the residual 

down below 40 m, but the MCMC procedure success-

fully made the residual level smaller to find more ap-

propriate solution of the spacecraft positions.   

The camera positions are determined through SPC 

shape modeling, from which independent trajectory can 

be constructed. As a relative accuracy assessment, we 

compared our trajectory with the SPC-based trajectory 

(Figure 3). The spacecraft position differences are be-

low 30 m during image taking period with 5-minute 

interval. 

Boulder height: By using the LIDAR-derived to-

pography, height of large boulders can be checked 

against the shape models. Two methods of SPC and 

SfM (Structure-from-Motion) are compared in Figure 4 

for Catafo Saxum (0.0°E, 5.5°S) and Ejima Saxum 

(101.1°E, 32.0°S). The SfM model well reproduces the 

height of Catafo, but both the models underestimate the 

height of Ejima. The LIDAR data could be used for 

future refinement of shape models. 
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Figure 1. LIDAR footprints calculated with initial tra-

jectory (green) and improved step 2 trajectory (red). 

Blue dots indicate the reference shape model con-

structed by stereo photoclinometry (SPC) method. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Time series of residual (deviation of LIDAR 

footprints from shape model) calculated with three 

trajectories; initial (red), step 1 (simple polynomial fit, 

green) and step 2 (MCMC, blue). The inset is close-up 

view for easier comparison between step 1 and 2. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Vector differences of spacecraft positions 

between step 2 (MCMC) trajectory and SPC-based 

trajectory. The broken line indicates that the SPC tra-

jectory is extrapolated beyond the period of taking im-

ages. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Comparison between LIDAR-derived topog-

raphy (red) and shape models (green: SfM, blue: SPC) 

for Catafo Saxum (left) and Ejima Saxum (right). 
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